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Abstract 

This thesis focuses on temporal metaphors for smart home information visualization, 

whereas traditional smart home interfaces often make use of spatial metaphors like floor 

plans to visualize smart home information. With home automation becoming increasingly 

widespread the affected audience is becoming broader as well. Research has shown that 

a lot of smart home inhabitants – especially persons without technical background – expe-

rience several barriers to understanding and satisfaction.  

In order to provide more understandable interfaces and thus improving user acceptance 

and satisfaction, two paper prototypes were created. These were evaluated in an iterative 

design process that led to an interactive prototype that can be accessed through a web 

browser. 

Usage of temporal metaphors for display of smart home information can open new per-

spectives, not just for users without technical background. Temporal metaphor based in-

terfaces can provide a high-level overview to a complicated system hiding much of the 

involved complexity. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die vorliegende Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Benützung von zeitbezogenen Metaphern 

zur Visualisierung von „smart home“ Informationen im Gegensatz zu traditionellen smart 

home Interfaces, die verfügbare Information oft in Form räumlicher Metaphern anzeigen. 

Durch die steigende Verbreitung von Häusern und Wohnungen mit integrierten Hausau-

tomationssystemen wird die dadurch beeinflusste Gruppe von Personen wesentlich brei-

ter. Untersuchungen zufolge bestehen vor allem für Personen ohne technischen Hinter-

grund gewisse Probleme bezüglich des Verständnisses der dargebotenen Information, die 

eine befriedigende Bedienung behindern.  

Um einfacher verständliche Interfaces bereitzustellen, wurden zwei Papier Prototypen 

erstellt mit dem Ziel die Akzeptanz und Zufriedenheit der Benutzer zu verbessern. Diese 

Prototypen wurden dann in einem iterativen Prozess verbessert, der letzten Endes zu 

einem interaktiven Prototyp geführt hat. 

Die Benützung zeitbezogener Metaphern kann neue Perspektiven für Nutzer eröffnen, da 

solche Interfaces, die die zugrundeliegende Komplexität ausblenden, einen simplen 

Überblick über ein kompliziertes System bieten können. 
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1 Introduction 

In today’s emergence of technology reaching all dimensions of modern life, the spreading 

of ubiquitous devices does not stop at our working places. More and more people are will-

ing to install networked building controls and automation functionalities in their homes. 

1.1 Problem Description 

Devices necessary for sophisticated means of smart home functionality are getting 

cheaper and technical limitations are diminished due to emerging of standards and ad-

vanced cooperation between multiple manufacturers and providers of smart home con-

sultant services which influence the proliferation of smart homes. Unfortunately, compre-

hensibility for users without technical background gets often left behind in favor of tech-

nical concerns. As we know from studies with inhabitants of such homes, the main source 

of satisfaction is to be found rather in the social dimension than in technical means1. 

1.2 Motivation 

Traditional smart home interfaces make use of ordered lists or spatial metaphors such as 

floor plans or room plans to visualize or offer access to available information and control. 

Those interfaces’ main purpose is to provide control to certain devices of the smart home 

system and not to facilitate understanding of the system in a simple manner. 

Exploring the usage of temporal metaphors for visualization of smart home information 

could open new perspectives to interaction with home automation systems, especially for 

users without technical background, referred as passive users2. By improving their under-

standing of the relations between occurring actions and underlying causes the user expe-

rience could be improved. 

Whereas spatial metaphors are limited to particular rooms or floors, temporal metaphors 

might offer a more high-level view of the state of the smart home. This could provide new 

insights not only passive users could profit from. In contrast to spatial metaphors for smart 

home interfaces, the practical use of temporal-metaphor-based smart home interfaces has 

not yet been investigated. 

This thesis will offer an exploration of possible applications for temporal metaphor-based 

                                                 

1
 See [17, p. 9] 

2
 See [12, p. 154] 
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smart home interfaces and point out the limitations of such devices. 

Aim of the bachelor thesis on hand is to receive insight into improving the understanding 

of smart home information using temporal metaphors. Understanding of systems can be 

improved by making it easy to evaluate the current state of the system3. The primary start-

ing point is to improve understanding through visibility (at a glance overview what the sys-

tem has done, is doing or will do) and intelligibility (indicate reasons and triggers for ac-

tions performed or to be performed).  

1.3 Structure 

The structure chosen to achieve the objective described above is detailed in the following 

section. 

Chapter 1 outlines the problem of making available technical information to non-technical 

experienced persons in an intelligible way and gives an overview of the thesis’ structure. 

In chapter 2, specific literature concerning smart home challenges and benefits and infor-

mation visualization is analyzed along with research regarding 

calendar usage in family environments. The following chap-

ters are generally following the paradigms of iterative design 

illustrated in figure 1. After completion of an initial interface 

design, this design was evaluated and the located problems 

have been used to refine the prototype for the next evaluation 

cycle. This process started with simple wire drawings and by 

deciding on the most promising ideas, two first prototypes 

were created. Those prototypes were then undertaken an 

informal evaluation by a group of human computer interaction (HCI) experts. The gathered 

feedback provided input for the creation of the two paper prototypes being tested in user 

studies. Based on the evaluation results of the user study an interactive prototype based 

on HTML 5, JavaScript and jQuery is created and evaluated in a final step by a persona 

supported expert evaluation. The insights gained through the iterative design process are 

summarized and discussed in chapter 8, followed by a last part about prototype refine-

ment and future work. 

                                                 

3 See [14], page 188. 

Prototype 

Evaluate 

Design 

Figure 1: 
Iterative Design Cycle 
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2 Related Work 

How users understand and interpret information provided by systems is one of the main 

concerns of today’s research in the field of ubiquitous and pervasive computing. While 

several researchers mainly focus on general information interpretation, there are rather 

few that specifically target users of smart homes or users of ubiquitous and context-aware 

systems. 

To understand the current research concerning the field of smart home environments, an 

extensive research on available devices and technologies was conducted. 

The challenges faced when implementing a smart home system are versatile and reach 

from technical problems concerning interoperation of devices to providing holistic satisfac-

tion for the users. The following literature served as background and in-depth information 

source for the thesis. 

2.1 Smart-Home, Challenges, Benefits 

A smart home is regarded to be a house or flat that is equipped with technology and intel-

ligence to provide additional benefit to its users [16]. While the term “smart home” 

implicates that a home adapts to inhabitants, Brush et al. support the hypothesis that the 

current available technology is more closely described by the term “home automation” due 

to the existing disparate systems [5]. To support the deployment of such systems and 

advance related research they enunciated four significant challenges that represent 

barriers to broader adoption relying on long term experience of people living with home 

automation. These are high cost of ownership, inflexibility, poor manageability and 

difficulty achieving security [5]. The “seven challenges for ubiquitous computing at home” 

Edwards and Grinter described ten years before Brush et al. are even broader and focus 

on technical challenges like impromptu interoperability and reliability and social challenges 

such as the technology has to be adapted to domestic use and that the social implication 

of aware home technology needs to be taken care while minimizing the interference by 

wrong assumptions of the system due to the presence of ambiguity [7].  

Other researchers focus on the ongoing evolution the field of smart home environment is 

undergoing by applying the principles of ubiquitous computing and relying on practical 

experience of persons living in smart homes. Koskela and Väänänen focused their 

research on three different user interfaces (PC, Media Terminal and Mobile Phone) for 

controlling the smart home and concluded that “no single UI or access technique fully 
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replaced the old (manual) access modes” [10]. Their findings constitute two main types of 

activity patterns that require different UI solutions, pattern control for predetermined and 

planned tasks and instant control for immediate control in a real-use context.  

Concerning the motivation for inhabitants to bring smart technology into homes 

Mennicken and Huang describe several key factors which cover “Modern Homes Are 

Smart Homes”, “Hacking the Home Is a Hobby” and “Smart Homes Save Energy”4 while 

they also pragmatically focus on impacts on people’s lives [12]. Benefits for inhabitants 

realized by smart home technology are rather small conveniences which increase the 

comfort level rather than substantial support according to their study’s participants. 

Mennicken and Huang introduce the concept of different roles of inhabitants in smart 

homes based on research findings by Brush et al [5]. The group of people characterized 

by having a strong technical background and assuming primary responsibilty for the 

technology are referred to as “home technology drivers” [12]. According to the naming of 

Brush et al., besides the so called gurus, there are other household members who 

assume primary responsibility for home automation technology without being interested in 

specific technical details. The third distinguished group represents most other members of 

the housholds and is referred to as “passive users” which implies they just have some 

familiarity with the systems and controls through use [12]. 

Challenges for all involved groups range from complex planning and need of high-level 

expert advice to the “Tension between Comfort and Control”5. The last mentioned 

challenge includes the inevitable impact on people’s lives especially if smart home 

installation and constant reconfiguration is considered to be a hobby for the home 

technology driver. For inhabitants who are not interested in the technology and process of 

the implementation of smart home functions there is a bigger potential impact. They think 

about the technology in terms of how it supports their routines and tasks, so the possible 

benefit is inexistent if the installed technology does not work in terms of supporting a 

determined task [12]. 

Takayama et al. also focus on people already living with their own systems in their own 

homes and depict possible satisfaction and meaning achieved by home automation [17]. 

Having peace of mind, optimize, experiment, entertain and impress others and 

personalize the home were the main sources of satisfaction mentioned by their study’s 

                                                 

4
 [12, pp. 150-151] 

5
 [12, p. 156] 
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participants. They also point out that connecting with the home and family is providing far 

more meaning than just having control over the home. Overall, “having a supportive 

partner seemed to be highly corerelated with overall satisfaction with home automation 

projects”6.  

The findings of Takayama et al. match closely with the findings of Brush et al., who 

concluded that the most satisfactory aspects of a smart home can be convenience, peace 

of mind and centralized control but emphasize the issue of the social dimension [5]. 

The technologies a smart home consists of are manifold and basically comprise sensing, 

actuation and networking devices which entail interoperability and administration problems 

[5]. 

Kim et al. address the interaction of smart home devices from a technical perspective. 

They illuminate aspects of different communication protocols and software architectures to 

finally propose a software architecture that seamlessly integrates heterogeneous 

protocols and diverse device types used in home networks by introduction of an 

abstraction layer based on a semantic domain model [9]. The proposed “smart home 

gateway” connects various devices and ensures enforcement of access control policies 

and makes it easier for users to install new devices. 

2.2 Making information visible 

A smart home system is by definition an invisible system that acts based on rules and 

user input which leads to the issue of proper visualization of system behavior and system 

state. This lack of visibility inhibits users from forming a correct mental model of the sys-

tem and exacerbates the Gulf of Execution and the Gulf of Evaluation proposed by Nor-

man [14]. 

Multiple authors dedicated their research to overcoming the problem of lack of proper vis-

ualization to improve user understanding. Vermeulen et al. proposed a system that 

“Makes the Invisible Computer Visible” mainly for debugging purposes due to its obtrusive 

design [19]. A follow-up work by Vermeulen et al. - “The Feedforward Torch” - addresses 

a similar aspect of visualizing how the system works, what and why it is doing and show-

ing available user actions for bridging Norman’s Gulf of Execution, the gap between a 

user's goals for action and the means for executing those goals. Therefore it improves 

intelligibility of the system by providing information on request, instead of being always-on 

                                                 

6
 [17, p. 5] 
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and thus invasive [18]. The concept of providing the user with information about the sys-

tem to enhance interaction was also investigated using “Why and Why Not Questions” by 

Vermeulen et al. They used a mobile device running their system “PervasiveCrystal” 

which allowed the user to pose a question to the system in order to learn why something 

happened or did not happen [20]. Their system has proven helpful for their experimental 

setup providing information to visitors of a museum but has yet to prove its value for more 

complex applications. Nevertheless it proves that providing the user with information 

about the system’s reasoning improves intelligibility of the system which corresponds with 

Bellotti et al.’s findings about context aware systems representing to their users what they 

know, how they know it, and what they are doing about it [3]. 

Knowing about the system’s inner reasoning and to what extend the system is reliable 

does improve the user’s trust in a system according to Antifakos et al. [1]. Because deci-

sions made by sensing systems are always intrinsically tied to – in some situations incor-

rect – assumptions, incomplete and uncertain information, indicating system confidence 

improves the user’s trust in the context-aware system. This assumption was confirmed by 

their study because the users with information concerning system confidence tend to rely 

on the system more often which indicates an increase of the user’s trust in the system. 

The availability of information about a system is the most important aspect of understand-

ing the system’s behavior. The most common way to facilitate communication of system 

information to the user is done by providing a (graphical) user interface. Those interfaces 

should not only convey information how to use the system, but also provide the user with 

input for building a correct “mental model”, the mental representation of the way the sys-

tem works that emerges from its use [14]. Rehmann et al. based their research on inter-

facing techniques on Norman’s paradigm mentioned above and claim visibility as the most 

important aspect of ubiquitous computing systems; when a system is staying out of the 

user’s sight it’s also staying out of the user’s mind. So a well-designed interactive system 

does make itself noticeable at some points to make the user aware of system behavior 

[15]. 

Bellotti and Edwards present a framework for designing context-aware systems that are 

both intelligible to their users and support the accountability of other users and the system 

itself [4]. Their principles for ensuring intelligibility and accountability in context-aware sys-

tems have proven useful to many research scientists and consist of rules that include 

providing feedback “Feedforward – What will happen if I do this?, Confirmation – What am 

I doing and what have I done?”, enforcing identity “Who is that, what are they doing and 
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what have they done?” and providing control to the user7. In their paper “Making Sense of 

Sensing Systems”, Bellotti et al. take a further step to concretize their interaction paradigm 

[3]. The proposed five basic questions are “Address, Attention, Action, Alignment, and 

Accident” and include specific exposed challenges as well as examples for systems which 

did or did not overcome the stated problems and explained how to improve the human 

computer interaction. 

Another approach to support context-aware intelligibility and control was taken by Dey and 

Newberger by exposing an API to the internal logic of a context-aware application to 

graphical user designers and developeprs allowing them to provide custom user 

interfaces [6]. As Bellotti and Edwards stated, the most important design principles for 

context-aware systems are informing the user of the system’s understanding of the world 

and providing control to the user [4]. Dey and Newberger incorporated this concept by 

making context input from application logic available to interface designers allowing them 

to provide the user with contextual information [6]. 

A very specific example on how to deal with information visualization is provided by Mayer 

et al. who developed an augmented reality overlay on a mobile device to show the user 

network traffic between devices in smart homes [11]. Their proposed system makes use 

of techniques from the domains of network sniffing and augmented reality to make 

otherwise invisible information visible to the user in a form that can be understood without 

being a network administrator or computer scientist. 

 

2.3 Calendar Research 

A very comprehensive study concerning usage of calendars was conducted by 

Neustaedter et al. They include findings from studies of 44 different families’ coordination 

routines in order to understand how to best design technology to support them [13]. The 

proposed guidelines for supporting families in their calendar routines by a digital family 

calendar are the following: 

1. Public and Accessible: A digital family calendar should have a publicly availa-

ble client in high traffic areas of the home that is always-on and accessible. 

2. At-a-glance Awareness: A digital family calendar should provide at-a-glance 

                                                 

7
 [4, p. 10] 
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awareness of activities and calendar changes for easy awareness acquisition. 

3. Appropriate Information: A digital family calendar should support adding and 

viewing appropriate event information at different levels of detail. 

4. Work Access: A digital family calendar should be accessible for viewing and 

editing family events while at work. 

5. Mobile Access: A digital family calendar should provide a mobile interface for 

viewing and editing family events while not at home or work. 

6. Multiple Home Locations: A digital family calendar should be accessible from 

multiple locations within the home where the information displayed may vary.8 

Besides suggesting a wall-mounted large display in a high traffic area of the home for the 

family calendar, Neustaedter et al. propose digital family calendars should use pen-based 

or touch-based interaction, as this form of interaction is better suited for locations away 

from a desk [13]. A calendar should always provide at-a-glance awareness, so having the 

calendar publicly visible in the home is just one part; information within the calendar has to 

be discernable quickly.  

Devices for displaying calendar information may vary in accessibility, screen size and oth-

er aspects, especially for smaller devices a solution needs to be found to display im-

portant information in context of the available vast amount of information. Bederson et al. 

propose a so called “Fisheye Calendar Interface” for PDAs that facilitates his visual repre-

sentation for different configuration by “semantic zooming” [2]. These visualization tech-

niques are appropriate when users need to see details of some specific items in the con-

text of a large information space. Bederson et al.’s “DateLens” system offers the potential 

of having a single design that scales across device sizes and could therefore be applied to 

smart phone screen-size as well as to tablet or wall-mounted family calendar display size 

[2]. 

                                                 

8
 [13, pp. 36-40] 
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3 Early Design Ideas 

After exploring literature about smart home related topics, the first design ideas were car-

ried out. The first drafts consisted only of drawings and brief explanations aside with it. 

Those first concepts were assessed and the best parts were incorporated into the two first 

prototypes: The “Clock Prototype” and the “Calendar Prototype”. 

3.1 Design of the Two prototypes 

To get a first impression of the prototypes, focus on design details and to sort out less 

promising design ideas, two preliminary prototypes were created. 

3.1.1 The Clock Prototype 

The first prototype consists of a standard analog clock that incorporates additional infor-

mation in addition to showing the current time. Before creating the prototype shown below 

there were many more ideas on how to visualize the additional information, for example 

by adding a button in the center of the clock indicating the previous event with a letter M 

for manual, S for sensor-based or T for time-based event cause. 

The calendar prototype is ca-

pable of visualizing events that 

already happened and events 

that will happen in the future. 

In order to distinguish the 

component showing past 

events from the component 

showing future events, a blue 

layer was introduced. The blue 

layer indicates the fraction of 

the clock that displays past 

events. To further clarify the 

time span available, a time bar 

is added underneath the clock 

which shows the past seven 

hours colored in blue. 

 

Figure 2: Clock Prototype First Iteration 
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Separation of past and present 

The time span available for displaying events is set to seven hours past and five hours 

future in the example seen before. Time span indicators in blue film were designed to be 

flexible to adjust to time spans from four up to eight hours by layering them on the clock 

and changing the plastic film covering the time bar.  

In order to understand at which time the users would like to have what kind of information 

displayed, several scenarios were created. The mentioned scenarios go from wake-up 

time (having whole night displayed) to coming home from work at noon or afternoon 

(whole morning / whole day). However those can vary greatly from one household to the 

other and even from one family member to another. One of the most obvious disad-

vantages of the clock prototype is the limited time span of twelve hours that can be dis-

played. 

By introducing scenarios the device could provide tailored information based on the situa-

tion the viewer is currently experiencing. After getting up, the user presumably wants to 

know about events happened while he was asleep, so the time span for past events could 

be increased, whereas after breakfast the user could wonder about events happening 

during his absence, during the morning or the whole day. In these cases the time span for 

past events could be reduced to make more room for future events. This concept of dy-

namic time spans based on viewing scenarios could be promising, but introduces a great 

deal of uncertainty because the device will act on the assumption of the scenarios exactly 

reflecting user behavior, which is, as we know, just possible to a certain extent. 
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3.1.2 The Calendar Prototype 

Concerning the initial calendar pro-

totype, the design guidelines were 

rather obvious; to facilitate user un-

derstanding the calendar structure 

needs to be based on established 

calendar metaphors so the frame-

work was created similar to already 

existing calendars. The one day view was one of the two proposed views for the calendar 

prototype and would provide information about the smart home as well as the inhabitants 

on one page. The week-view would be specific to the smart home or a particular person in 

the household. Displayed time spans hence range from 24 hours to a whole week which is 

by far the biggest difference between clock and calendar prototype.  

 

Figure 3: Wireframe of One-Day & Week View 

Figure 4: Calendar Prototype First Iteration 
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3.2 Event Classification 

The events displayed on the two prototypes were identical in terms of content and repre-

sentation. In order to facilitate recognition of different event types, a possible taxonomy of 

smart home events was created. The high-level breakdown is parted among actors / de-

vices and sensors. Those two main categories are then further subdivided. The following 

list is a summary of the full taxonomy that can be found in appendix A on page 46. 

 Actors / Devices 

o Invisible or imperceptible 

 For example heating 

o Visible or Perceivable 

 (Smart) Appliances 

 Robots 

o For example Roomba 

 Other Appliances 

 Lights 

 Shades 

 Sensors 

o Environmental Sensors 

 For example brightness or humidity sensors 

o “Inhabitant-Triggered” Sensors 

 For example motion detectors or buttons 

o Security Sensors 

 For example magnet-contact sensors 

o Monitoring Sensors 

 For example electric consumption 

The displayed events were then categorized into five groups represented by the five col-

ors shown in figure 5. Further distinction of the events was made by cropping the edges of 

Figure 5: Functions Grouped by Color 
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rectangles which represent estimation-based 

automated actions, whereas explicitly trig-

gered (by user) and non-recurring timed ac-

tions remained in their square form.  

The selection of events – should an event be 

displayed on the prototype or not– was an-

other important topic to discuss during the 

Lab Meeting. The tradeoff between providing 

the user with information beneficial to the us-

er’s understanding and overwhelming the 

user by cluttering the view is very important to be considered as soon as possible. Possi-

ble mitigation could include the possibility to customize certain types of events. 

3.3 Informal Evaluation 

In order to obtain feedback about the current prototypes and inform the Human-Computer-

Interaction research team about the status of the prototyping work, a presentation was 

held at a weekly Lab-Meeting. After providing information about the general goals of the 

thesis and showing the prototypes to the members of the ZPAC Lab, they were encour-

aged to give feedback about the design of the prototypes and the proposed visualization. 

The aspect of whether or not to show certain events was an intensive discussion; one 

user might be interested in details about his heating’s actions, while the other just wants to 

be informed in case of malfunction or abnormal behavior. Also the classification of events 

that are flagged “visible” could be unclear when the effect of the action is only visible in 

the very moment the action is performed and afterwards invisible again. Another example 

could be the question if a user really wants to know why his shades are “back to normal” 

after a singular event. Because events are not displayed different, the distinction whether 

an action is visible or not, matters just for a continuative improvement. Concerning the 

selection of events, the most straight-forward solution to overcome this problem is to give 

the user the possibility to customize, which events he would like to have displayed on his 

smart home calendar. 

Substantial design decisions were made from these discussions and immediately incorpo-

rated in the design of the prototypes to be evaluated by user study. The gathered input 

and decisions based on that discussions are described more thoroughly in the next chap-

ter. 

Figure 6: Smart Home Events 
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3.4 Design Implications for Paper Prototypes 

Pictograms instead of multiple colors: The accumulated feedback from the informal evalu-

ation led to certain minor improvements in the design of the calendar prototype and a 

complete redevelopment of the displaying of events. It was decided after due considera-

tion not to visually distinguish the events by the color-grouped categories previously men-

tioned. Instead of previously having five colors that represent smart home events, there is 

now only one color for smart home events. Along with this improvement, the scheme of 

displaying events was changed as well. Instead of providing text and pictograms; it was 

decided to use pictograms only. One pictogram for the underlying cause of the event, an 

arrow to symbolize the causality and a second pictogram for the triggered action the smart 

home fulfills. Further explanation can be accessed by opening the post-it note which 

makes a written explication available. 

The turning away from using multiple colors for events of different smart home categories 

has two major advantages: Understanding of these color distinctions would certainly not 

be self-explanatory, because there is no natural mapping available for the following ex-

ample: “color blue implies Appliances and Robots”. Another major advantage of using the 

same color for all smart home events is having the other colors available for different in-

formation, for example calendars of individuals. On the other hand using one color consti-

tutes this particular color as the “smart home color” which would be comprehensible to the 

users. 

Aside from the event structure, there were a few other minor improvements; for example 

adapting the prototype dimension to a more convenient size for the following user studies. 

A flip-chart paper is of particular usefulness for presenting to a group of persons but a 

smaller prototype can be imagined easier to actually take place in the home of a partici-

pant.  
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Figure 7: Clock Prototype for User Study 

4 Paper Prototypes 

The created paper prototypes for the following user studies are described in this chapter. 

Besides the design of the prototypes, the aspect of event classification and event display 

is alluded to as well. 

4.1 Design of the Two Prototypes 

4.1.1 The Clock Prototype 

After taking the feedback from the informal evaluation into account, several alterations 

were made to improve the clock prototype before starting the user studies. The main mod-

ification consisted of introducing a fixed time span of six hours for the separation between 

past and future to make the interface more understandable for first-time users. The dis-

play of events is adjusted to the guidelines mentioned in the previous chapter. 
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4.1.2 The Calendar Prototype 

The calendar prototype was further 

improved to reflect the feedback gath-

ered during the preceding evaluation. It 

was decided to provide a one-day view 

as an entry point to the calendar and 

the week-view was not further devel-

oped in this phase, because the les-

sons learned from the one-day view 

are applicable for the other view as 

well. The design itself has – apart from 

being a little cleaner and tidier – not 

changed much, but the material was 

changed from paper to cardboard to 

ensure structural stability for the user 

studies. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Revised event classification 

The revised event visualization described in the last chapter “De-

sign Implications” were incorporated into the prototypes; only one 

color is used for smart home events and the events are distin-

guished by adjusting the shape of the event. Manually triggered 

events and events that are explicitly timed or require user focus 

are displayed in rectangular shape, whereas the shape of events 

that result from preprogrammed rules and sensor input is octag-

onal (the edges of the rectangular are cut off). 

Figure 8: Calendar Prototype for User Study 

Figure 9: Event Shapes 
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5 User Studies 

To test the suitability of the Paper-Prototypes relating to the improvement of intelligibility 

and understanding for users, there were six interviews conducted. Other goals to achieve 

were collecting indications for the following improvement towards the interactive prototype 

and gaining a reliable information basis to decide in favor of one of the tested prototypes  

5.1 Personal Information about the Interviewees 

The interviews were conducted with persons aged between 22 and 57 years, whereas 

four of the interviewees live in a house as a parent. One interviewed person lives at her 

parental home and one person lives in a flat with his girlfriend. Further details are depicted 

in the table below. Participants are referred to by their reference name. 

Reference 

Name 

Age Living Situation Profession 

P1 51 House with family (16, 22, 23) Primary school teacher 

P2 22 House with family (16, 23, 51) Trainee at major bank 

P3 56 House with family (56, 23, 25) Physical education teacher and 

kindergarten teacher 

P4 56 House with family (56, 23, 25) Education manager at sports as-

sociation 

P5 57 House with family (52, 23) Police constable 

P6 29 Flat tenant with girlfriend (29) Service technician 

Table 1: User Study Participants 

None of the interviewed persons have extensive knowledge about smart-homes; their 

prior knowledge was limited to media coverage in the last few years and covered neither 

personal experience nor explicit technical knowledge. 

5.2 Presented Prototypes 

In the course of the first three interviews, there were two prototypes presented; the Clock-

Prototype and the Calendar-Prototype. After three interviews a strong preference for the 

Calendar-Prototype emerged, so the Clock-Prototype was discontinued in favor of the 

Calendar-Prototype which was slightly improved to reflect the gathered feedback.  
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Figure 11: Clock Prototype for User 
Study 

5.3 Setting of the User-Studies 

The interviews were 

conducted in person by 

the interviewer; either at 

the interviewee’s home 

or at the interviewer’s 

home. All participants 

agreed to be videotaped 

to support the interviewer 

at transcribing the inter-

view and to ensure no 

important details were 

accidentally omitted. 

 

5.4 Feedback about the Clock-Prototype 

The Clock-Prototype was regarded as convenient source of information about currently 

happening actions of the smart-home and as reminder for resulting daily routines. Unfor-

tunately the participants needed substantial explanation to understand the functionality of 

the prototype because of the unfamiliar application of the Clock-Prototype. 

The proposed separation between past/future 

of six hours was criticized by P2 and P3 of the 

three participants who were evaluating the 

clock prototype. They also regarded the obvi-

ous limitation to 12 hours as a problem. The 

participants proposed several solutions to over-

come those problems for example having two 

clocks for the whole day (by P2) or to have a 

flexible time-frame (either backwards or for-

ward) that can be adjusted according to current 

needs as P3 mentioned. Realization of those 

ideas could render the Clock-Prototype even 

more complex and constrict the familiarization 

Figure 10: Still Image of recorded Video during an Interview 
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of the Clock-Prototype. 

Separation between Past and Future 

The concept of indicating the time-span of 

currently displayed past events by means of 

a time-bar seemed to bewilder the partici-

pants as it introduces more complexity to the 

design of the prototype and the information 

is merely redundant. Also the concept of 

separating between past and future events 

seemed to confuse, because all three out of 

three participants (P1, P2 and P3) recog-

nized the blue layer as the “night mode” of 

the smart home system. This particular 

problem could be a result of badly chosen 

scenario to start the interview with. Because 

the scenario is tailored for the situation in the 

morning after getting out of bed, the past part is indeed apparently during the night. A 

possible solution to overcome this problem could be to use two different shades of the 

same color to distinguish between past and future events. The example above is picturing 

a scenario at 2 pm where the future part reaches till 8 pm and goes back to 8 am. 

Even with this visualization problem sorted out, the Clock Prototype is very limited in its 

purpose and potential to improve the user’s understanding of information about the smart 

home. Based on the feedback from the first three participants of the user study, the Clock-

Prototype was discontinued in favor of the Calendar-Prototype. 

  

Figure 12: Possible Solution for Past-
Future Separation 
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5.5 Feedback about the Calendar-Prototype 

The Calendar-Prototype was considered 

to be more intuitive to understand com-

pared to the Clock-Prototype because 

“everyone is familiar with the calendar as 

being a metaphor for time-planning” as 

P3 explicitly mentioned. 

There can be more events represented 

on the calendar, without the view getting 

cluttered or confusing. By providing a 

clear indicator of the current time, which 

was incorporated by adding a red line, at-

a-glance view of the current situation 

could be established. 

Participants who were asked to give 

feedback about both prototypes especial-

ly mentioned the possibility of having the 

whole day available as an advantage in 

favor of the Clock-Prototype. Other ad-

vantages pointed out were the more ac-

curate representation of the start-time of 

a certain event and that there is simply 

more space available which was specifi-

cally mentioned by P1. 

All participants mentioned that they could 

benefit from such a calendar because it would support their daily routines.  

5.5.1 Purpose of the Calendar-Prototype 

The participants were asked to think about possible applications they could imagine the 

Calendar-Prototype to be useful for. There were diverse possible uses mentioned. Rang-

ing from simply “knowing what the house does” by P2, to having peace of mind and not 

anymore having to remember the actions incorporated in the Calendar-Prototype, as P6 

mentioned: “I don’t have to think about everything.” 

P4 indicated his favorite use as: “With the proposed prototype there is no need for explicit 

Figure 13: Improved Calendar Prototype after 
the first three Interviews 
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attention for automated things, but it could be checked if something is unclear.” 

Possible applications also included the personal calendars available on the Calendar-

Prototype, for example P4 brought up the idea of planning lunch the day before. One 

could easily see if the other household members are at home according to their calendar. 

This particular use of the calendar presupposes the household members maintaining their 

personal calendars, because otherwise the presented information could be misleading.  

5.5.2 Downsides of the Calendar-Prototype 

Participant number two (P2) mentioned a privacy issue with displaying certain information; 

the prototype shows switching on the TV as a cause that triggers an action of the shades 

and light which can afterwards be seen by everyone on the Calendar-Prototype. The par-

ticipant does not want the other household members to know if and when the TV was 

turned on. 

Other possible problems mentioned by P4 and P5 were reliability and dependence on 

power. A loss of power would make it impossible to interact with the appliances and de-

vices; so one participant proposed there being a manual override at each of the interact-

ing devices. 

5.5.3 Concerning the Placement of the Device 

All participants favored a place where one usually is located at home; kitchen, living-room 

or corridor. They imagined the prototype to consist of a wall-mounted touch-enabled tablet 

which possibly could be picked up and used on the couch as well. 

P2 and P5 also mentioned that they would like to be able to access the interface from 

their smart phones when they are outside of the house. Aware of five of six interviewed 

persons possessing a smart phone (3 Android, 1 iPhone, 1 Windows Phone 7); this could 

be a good opportunity to make the information available on as many devices as possible. 

The interface should differ as little as possible to ensure a consistent experience among 

the different devices. 

5.6 Planned Improvements based on Feedback 

Multiple participants would welcome a week-view or at least the possibility to switch sev-

eral days back and forth to consult the calendar. P4 even mentioned that if there was just 

a one-day view of the present day the possible use he could imagine would be constricted 

because one important application – checking if other household members are at home 
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for lunch / dinner – would be impossible. The interactive prototype will have this function 

incorporated to give the users the possibility to adjust the displayed time-span but initially 

showing the one-day view. 

Other promising ideas were for example a dashboard that displays alerts about applianc-

es and systems that have problems or have some kind of material shortage. For example 

P1 and P5 mentioned they would like to be informed about the oil-level in their oil-tank for 

the heating before reaching a critical level. The same could be imagined for other applica-

tions. P5 mentioned his car, which instantly informs him about problems. 

P4 explicitly mentioned that the main functions of the prototype have to be completely 

self-explanatory to be useful for him, as he is only willing to consult a manual or help for 

very special functions.  

5.7 Visual Representation of the Events 

5.7.1 Improvements after the first three Interviews 

Before starting the first interviews, the preliminary 

prototype was shown to the members of the ZPAC 

Lab who could point out certain aspects of the proto-

type and give feedback about structure and content 

presentation. Based on that feedback the first idea of 

breaking down the displayed events of the smart-

home into a variety of colors was dropped in favor of 

a much simpler scheme. The displayed events were 

just grouped by the underlying cause of the event; 

either explicitly triggered by a user or by a permanent 

rule. The visual distinction of those categories was 

then built into the prototype using different shapes for 

the events. The color used for displaying the events 

was the same, but after the three first interviews this idea did not carry out to be of much 

success because the different shapes were neither recognized nor understood by the par-

ticipants. 

The major improvement in the last three interviews, compared to the three first interviews 

was the replacement of the shapes as distinction for the two types of event-causes by two 

intensities of the same color (brighter / darker yellow). This representation turned out to be 

more understandable as P5 and P6 explicitly mentioned the intended breakdown-

Figure 14: Event Colors 
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structure. Their understanding was mainly based on intuitive distinction of the implications 

for users of the system. Darker yellow was considered to be for events that directly influ-

ence users, or as mentioned by P 5, involving interaction with a household appliance. 

Brighter yellow was associated with tasks the smart home system is doing with little or 

even without any user interaction. So the visual representation of the smart-home events 

displayed could be improved relying on user feedback. 

5.7.2 Pictograms and Explanation 

One property of the visual representation has remained unchanged since the first user-

study – the display of smart-home events by two pictograms that represent the cause and 

resulting action and the possibility to make additional information available in a written 

form. All participants liked the preliminary presentation of the events just by pictograms 

because they are easy to understand and don’t clutter the view. If a certain event is not 

understood at first sight, the additional information can be displayed. P2 explicitly men-

tioned that the pictograms raise interest in the events, whereas letters or digits would 

make it harder to understand. 

This part of the Calendar-Prototype design will be incorporated in the final interactive pro-

totype as similar as possible because the separation of pictograms and explanatory text 

has proven to be reliable based on all conducted interviews.  

5.8 General Feedback 

Along with specific questions about the prototypes the participants were asked about their 

calendar routines and their usage of appliances in their domicile.  

Some participants mentioned that it is quite difficult to answer to such open questions and 

to talk about rather apparent details of the prototype such as the tabular form or the obvi-

ous colors of events. 

5.8.1 Feedback about Calendar Routines 

The questions about the participants’ regular calendar routines raised various habits 

among the interviewed persons. There was only one participant who did not use any form 

of digital calendar. The other five persons all used their smart phones along with other 

calendars for business use or as kind of to-do-lists. Non-digital calendars were mainly 

used as shared calendars for mutual invitations to dinners and other activities or as long-

term planning instruments. 
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Because of the possibility to set reminders for digital calendars which alert the affected 

persons though their smart phone, digital calendars are often used to store events that 

otherwise could be forgotten easily.  

Another interesting point was that every interviewed person has at least two calendars 

they use on a regular basis. The main calendar was managed on the smart phone by five 

participants, so this calendar would be the easiest and most helpful to integrate to the 

calendar prototype. Because the participants mentioned to have the second calendar just 

for specific tasks, it would not make sense to include this particular calendar into the inter-

face as well. 

5.8.2 Usage of Appliances at Home 

Participants mentioned a wide range from computers, tablets and smart phones to more 

traditional household appliances like oven, dishwasher and washing machine but also 

mentioned automatic garage doors and boilers. Those appliances support the daily life 

and have become important to the interviewees because they are simple to use and allow 

focusing on more important tasks in their daily routines. 
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6 Casalendar – Implementation of an Interactive Prototype 

Based on the previously described user studies the conceptual design of the interactive 

prototype was started. The modeled functionality of the paper prototype will be incorpo-

rated in the interactive prototype, because the simulated interaction between the paper 

prototype and the users was confirmed to be working as designed. Minor design altera-

tions will be made to improve clarity based on findings from the previous iteration. 

6.1 Component Structure Draft 

In order to create a system architecture draft, the components of the system were mod-

eled in an interaction diagram which was refined later based on implementation details. 

The general structure is a traditional model-view-controller breakdown structure with the 

user interface being a browser page and embedded scripting functions communicating 

with the calendar server which provides the calendar content. 

HTML 5 Browser Page HTTP GET request

Parse CalDAV content into 
data object for calendar to 

display

CalDAV Server Interface

CalDAV File

Apply functions for assigning 
colors to events

Data object

Data object

iCal format
(server side)
UID [string]
DTSTART [date]
DTEND [date]
X-SH-EVENTTYPE [string]
X-SH-EVENTCAUSE [string]
X-SH-EVENTEFFECT [string]
X-SH-EVENTLOCATION [string]
SUMMARY [string]

Data object attributes
(for calendar interface)

uid
start
end

sheventtype
sheventcause
sheventeffect

sheventlocation
title

Website (view) Server (model)

Scripting (controller)

Calendar Entries

 
Figure 15: Component Structure Draft 

The main component of the Casalendar system is the HTML 5 webpage representing the 

view for the user. This webpage consists of a general page structure and calendar events, 

the scripting part of the view, which serves as controller for user input and initiates the 

communication between view and data server and finally the calendar data server itself, 

which stores the calendar information. 
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6.2 Tools used for Development 

Due to the possibility of running JavaScript and jQuery based web pages locally in any 

browser instead of having to compile the source code to an executable file, a simple text 

editor9 with syntax highlighting could be used to develop and edit the necessary program 

code. Either Firebug for Firefox10 or the built-in developer tools of the Chrome browser11 

were used to debug the written code. For implementing a proper version control system 

and code control system, GitHub12 and the GitHub for Windows application were used. 

Apart from those code-centric tools the open source svg editor Inkscape13 was used to 

create or modify certain svg graphics. 

6.3 Frameworks and Libraries 

User interface design is mainly based on the jquery-week-calendar framework14, because 

it suits the design requirements for the task of presenting calendar entries to the user and 

takes responsibility for handling of date-related issues like splitting weeks up in the correct 

manner. This calendar plugin is based on jQuery and jQuery-UI for functionality and de-

sign purposes and relies on date.js, an open source JavaScript date library for date func-

tionality15. Another library used in the Casalendar Prototype is JavaScript-Ical-Parser, 

which was used to gain insight into parsing iCal data and was rewritten in most parts for 

the purpose of this implementation16. To make the calendar interface able to react to mul-

ti-touch events, the hammer.js framework was included17. 

6.4 Data Structure 

The representation of the calendar event data is being done in two ways. On one hand the 

calendar data is in a form the calendar interface of jquery-week-calendar can work with 

and on the other hand the calendar data is formatted according to the CalDAV format de-

scribed in RFC 479118. 

                                                 

9
 http://notepad-plus-plus.org 

10
 https://getfirebug.com/ 

11
 https://developers.google.com/chrome-developer-tools/ 

12 http://github.com 
13

 http://inkscape.org/ 
14

 https://github.com/robmonie/jquery-week-calendar 
15

 http://www.datejs.com/ 
16

 https://github.com/thybag/JavaScript-Ical-Parser 
17

 https://github.com/EightMedia/hammer.js 
18 Calendaring Extensions to WebDAV (CalDAV) http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4791 
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6.4.1 Data Structure for Calendar Interface 

The data structure for saving event data is chosen according to the calendar framework. 

All calendar events are saved in a data object that contains an array of events which have 

certain properties. The properties of a certain event to be displayed in the calendar inter-

face are the following. 

id unique identifier of the event 

uid user id in written form 

userID user id as a number matching the user array of the interface 

start start date and time in JavaScript date notation 

end end date and time in JavaScript date notation 

sheventcolor color of the event, either based on user, eventtype, eventcause or 

eventeffect19 

Table 2: Mandatory Event Properties 

Whereas event properties in the table above are mandatory for every calendar event to be 

displayed, for smart home events there are additional properties depicted in the table be-

low. The following properties only apply to smart home events. In the following part of the 

thesis, the acronym sh stands for smart home. 

sheventtype the high-level category the smart home event belongs to 

sheventcause trigger for smart home event 

sheventeffect action performed by the smart home 

sheventlocation (location of the smart home event 

Table 3: Event Properties applicable to Smart Home Events 

Having an event type value for each event is beneficial for the implementation because 

the assignment of colors to events can be parameterized in the iCal parser. Also the cal-

endar interface could in a further step allow the user to apply filters to just display certain 

event types. A high level allocation to one of the eleven groups can be performed by 

adapting an already established classification from Hamernik et al. (Hamernik, Tanuska, & 

Mudroncik, 2012). The event categories can be found in appendix C on page 57, along 

with possible and implemented values of the previously mentioned eventcause and 

eventeffect attributes. 

                                                 

19
 A complete list of the eventtypes, eventcauses and eventeffects is attached in appendix C 
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6.4.2 Data Structure according to CalDAV Specification 

To ensure compatibility of the prototype 

with multiple servers, an implementation 

of the CalDAV standard was chosen as 

means to transport calendar entries. So 

the Casalendar smart home calendar is 

able to use any calendar server that im-

plements the CalDAV specification20. 

 

 

The CalDAV specification de-

fines the structure of calendar 

object resources with certain key 

words separated by a colon. A 

basic structure as described in 

RFC 4791 can be found in Code 

Example 1 above. Besides the 

standard attributes listed in 

Code Example 1, the specifica-

tion allows the use of “Non-

Standard Components, Proper-

ties, and Parameters” according 

to section 5.3.3 of the RFC4791.  

Those non-standard parameters are used to store additional information for smart home 

events. While the exact name of the components can be arbitrary, all non standard com-

ponents need to contain the prefix “X-“. The Code Example 2 includes a set of possible 

attribute values a smart home event could consist of. 

  

                                                 

20 Calendaring Extensions to WebDAV (CalDAV) http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4791 

BEGIN:VCALENDAR 

BEGIN:VEVENT 

UID:alice 

DTSTART:20130507T150000Z 

DTEND:20130507T170000Z 

SUMMARY:testevent for alice 

END:VEVENT 

END:VCALENDAR 

BEGIN:VCALENDAR 

BEGIN:VEVENT 

UID:smart-home 

DTSTART:20130507T200000Z 

DTEND:20130507T220000Z 

SUMMARY: Shades close because it’s getting dark 

X-SH-EVENTTYPE:Shading 

X-SH-EVENTCAUSE:Brightness 

X-SH-EVENTEFFECT:ShadesDown 

X-SH-EVENTLOCATION:Bedroom 

END:VEVENT 

END:VCALENDAR 

Code Example 1: 
Event Structure for Personal Events 

Code Example 2: 
Event Structure for Smart Home Events 
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6.5 Implementation Process 

After evaluating various calendar frameworks and considering writing a new one from 

scratch, the following step included having a closer look at the jquery-week-calendar 

framework. This particular framework was developed by “robmonie”21 and released under 

the MIT license22 which allows the code to be copied, modified and distributed as long as 

the original copyright notice is included in all copies. After reading through the short doc-

umentation the source code itself was skimmed through. In consideration of the fact that 

the main JavaScript file contains over three thousand lines of code and the call hierarchy 

is rather complex, it took some time to get familiar with the framework’s operation.  

6.5.1 Event Display 

First changes to the framework included the way 

events are displayed on the calendar. The func-

tion to render events was changed to allow treat-

ing smart home events differently than personal 

events. Then the possibility to make additional 

information for smart homes available was added 

by providing a movable element that contains the 

description and is opened when the event picto-

grams are clicked.  

 

6.5.2 Parsing of Events 

Having only tested the calendar with an array of dummy events, the next step will intro-

duce a parser that fetches calendar events from a server, parses them into an array of 

events and returns the array to the calendar for display. 

After trying several prebuilt parsing scripts, it was decided to adapt the closest matching 

one to the particular job it has to fulfill in this setting. Like the calendar framework, the Ja-

vaScript-Ical-Parser by “thybag”23 is released under the MIT license24. Although this parser 

was intended to provide a simple way of displaying calendar events from a calendar feed 

on websites, it could be modified to create an object containing the parsed events and 

                                                 

21
 https://github.com/robmonie/ 

22 http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php 
23 https://github.com/thybag/ 
24

 http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php 

Figure 16: 
Smart Home Events with Description 
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passing the object to the calendar interface by using a callback function after parsing. Be-

cause at that point there were no credentials available to access a CalDAV server, a 

dummy file was used for testing of the parser. 

The parser contains application logic besides of its main purpose. Its other purpose is to 

assign the calendar events their respective color; based on either the username assigned 

to an event or in case of smart home events depending on eventtype, eventcause or 

eventeffect. 

6.5.3 Initialization Script 

The advancing development required having an adequate number of events available for 

testing, so an init script was created, providing a set of test events. As the init script al-

lowed to create a batch of events tailored to the actual day and surrounding weekdays, it 

facilitated rapid updating of the calendar events without manually changing the dates of 

the events every single day. This init script was further developed after creating more pic-

tograms to have a larger variety of smart home events. All the used pictograms were ei-

ther downloaded from a project page called “The Noun Project”25, obtained from “Wikipe-

dia”26 or created from scratch using “Notepad++”27 or the open source software 

“Inkscape”28. Every file retrieved from external sources is licensed under the “Creative 

Commons Attribution-Share Alike” license29. The original owners of the pictures are re-

ferred to in appendix D on page 58. 

After having access to the calendar server of the Department of Informatics of the Univer-

sity of Zurich, the init script could be adapted to allow uploading calendar events to the 

                                                 

25
 http://thenounproject.com/ 

26
 http://inkscape.org/ 

27 http://notepad-plus-plus.org 
28

 http://www.wikipedia.org/ 
29

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ 

Figure 17: Examples for Pictograms – Clock, Heating, LeaveHouse, Lock 
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CalDAV server. The parser was updated accordingly to ensure communication with the 

calendar server. A certain specific problem was to poll multiple calendars; because the 

response time varies greatly and it cannot be predetermined which calendar resource 

returns its data last, the retrieval of the multiple calendar resources was solved sequential-

ly. Unfortunately this solution is rather slow depending on the connection to the calendar 

server, but the overall response time stays below two seconds in most cases tested. The 

responsiveness of the calendar when first loaded is not of the utmost importance, be-

cause the device is designed to be always-on. 

The final version of the initialization front-end allowed the display, deletion and generation 

of new calendar content for the five available calendars. Event configuration, however, still 

had to be done manually. By providing easy-to-use functions, the description of events 

was designed to be as simple as possible. 

During loading of the initialization page, variables for “year”, “month” and “day” are filled 

with the actual date values, so the functions for creating calendar entries can specify rela-

tive dates relying on today’s date. There is also the possibility to have for example the 

closest Tuesday in relation to the current date as a reference point instead of today. This 

way, scenarios tailored to differences between weekdays and weekend can be created. 

  

Figure 18: Initialization Script Frontend 
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In order to create smart home 

events, the following syntax 

has to be followed: start time, 

end time, text to be displayed, 

user name, event type, event 

cause, event effect and event 

location. The function in the 

second part of the code exam-

ple creates a personal event 

for “bob” and takes place in 

one week, thus occurring seven days later than the smart home event created by the first 

function.  

This initialization script provided the possibility to generate a lot of calendar entries invest-

ing rather little time and effort.  

6.6 Calendar Scenarios for Expert Evaluation 

After finishing the structure of the calendar interface, appropriate calendar-item scenarios 

needed to be created. Sarah Mennicken provided well-thought-out descriptions of fictive 

persons who live in smart homes, based on previous studies concerning smart home in-

habitants. By reading the personas attached in appendix E, a general idea about the peo-

ple’s lives was acquired, which then led to generating five weeks of calendar entries that 

could reflect their daily schedules. 

 

addEvent(new Date(year,month,day,8,00),new 

Date(year,month,day,10,00),'Doors lock because eve-

ryone left the house', 'smart-home', 'Safety', 

'LeaveHouse', 'Lock', 'frontdoor'); 

addEvent(new Date(year,month,day+7,22,00),new 

Date(year,month,day+7,24,00),'Champions League 

Match', 'bob'); 

Code Example 3: Functions for Event Creation 
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Figure 19: Calendar of the Rizzo Family Full Week View  
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6.7 Component Diagram 

After completing the development of the Casalendar interface, a final component diagram 

concretizing the interaction paths between the used components was created. The com-

ponents arranged on the left side provide the calendar server with calendar entries. In the 

current state, events are created by the initialization script but could later be provided by 

an actual smart home interface and corresponding personal calendar resources. The cal-

endar server is represented by the DAViCal server of the informatics institute, but the 

Casalendar interface works with any calendar server that implements the CalDAV Stand-

ard30. 

In order to configure the Casalendar interface, certain lines of code have to be changed. 

On one hand the parser incorporates functions for assignment of event colors and en-

sures the events are provided to the user interface. The user interface includes all other 

settings that can be made. Besides the settings for connecting to the calendar server, all 

other layout and design specific settings can be configured in the user interface. 

  

                                                 

30 Calendaring Extensions to WebDAV (CalDAV) http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4791 
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Figure 20: Final Component Diagram  
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6.8 Unsolved Issues 

Some problems unfortunately could not be solved within the scope of this thesis. 

The files containing the interface are on a different server than the calendar server and 

the communication with the server is built on XMLHttpRequests, so most browsers forbid 

this kind of connection due to their browser security model, because malicious code could 

be loaded from the remote site. A possible way to overcome this limitation would be using 

JSONP31 for data exchange, but this is not supported by the calendar server. The only 

reliable solution would be to provide a proxy through which the traffic to the remote server 

would be routed. So there would have to be a proxy script on the same server the inter-

face is hosted, which fetches the calendar entries from the server upon request. 

A possible workaround includes launching the browser with a flag to disable web security. 

In Windows this could be done by launching the browser from a command line; for exam-

ple “chrome.exe --disable-web-security”, but this is not desirable although feasible for test-

ing purposes. The solution used on the touch devices for the expert evaluation included 

adding the server address to the white listed “trusted sites” of the Internet Explorer brows-

er. 

The display of events could be further improved. Especially if there are lots of calendar 

events to be displayed. For example if three calendar events are arranged in the same 

time-slot, smart home events are not displayed correctly because there is insufficient 

space available. 

Apart from those problems, there are more issues to address which are mentioned in the 

chapter about prototype improvement. 

 

                                                 

31
 http://www.json-p.org/ 
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7 Persona Supported Expert Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the developed interactive prototype “Casalendar”, a persona support-

ed expert evaluation was chosen. This method is rather experimental but could provide a 

possible workaround for evaluations due to the poor availability of smart home inhabitants 

for user studies. So the present expert evaluation does not only assess the interactive 

prototype but also tests the suitability of persona supported expert evaluations for user 

studies concerning smart homes. 

7.1 Procedure 

The participants – members of the 

ZPAC Team – were grouped in 

pairs and first given a questionnaire 

following the structure of a cognitive 

walkthrough. This first part of the 

evaluation was carried out by the 

participants on their own and target-

ed basic usability and feature mat-

ters. After finishing the first part of 

the evaluation, the participants were 

given a description32 of the person 

they will impersonate in the next 

parts. For the second task, the par-

ticipants were asked to discuss with 

their partner whether they would 

consider buying the presented de-

vice or not. In the third and last part 

of the evaluation, the participants were asked to put themselves in the position of a user 

who already possesses the device.  

The device used for the tests was a VAIO Tap 20 Mobile Touch Desktop, a 20’’ tablet de-

vice running Windows 8. In order to bypass the browser’s same-origin policy, the server 

containing the interface was added to the Internet Explorer’s whitelist.  

                                                 

32
 The persona descriptions are attached in appendix E on page 60. 

Figure 21: Pictures and Short Descriptions of the 
Personas Used 
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7.2 Findings from Cognitive Walkthrough 

The cognitive walkthrough brought up some important aspects of the interactive prototype 

that need to be improved. Especially concerning user interaction, some problems need to 

be dealt with; users expect such an interface to react to the accustomed multi-touch ges-

tures like swipe and pan. The calendar view can indeed be swiped up and down to scroll 

to the early morning or late evening. At the beginning, the view is automatically set to the 

current time which besides is indicated by a red line. Regarding the red line indicating the 

current time, a participant mentioned that using a very similar shade of red for a person’s 

calendar could be confusing. 

 

Figure 22: Calendar of the Rizzo Family showing one-day-view 

To switch to the full week view, it is apparent according to the experts, that the button on 

the top right has to be tapped or clicked, the same applies to switching back to one-day-

view. Changing the view to the next day or week by button presses can be frustrating, 

especially for persons who are accustomed to using tablets and smart phones and there-

fore are relying on their interaction knowledge that clearly includes swiping on the screen. 

The lack of having clickable dates in full week view to switch to a particular one-day-view 

was criticized as well the absence of means to navigate to distant dates. 

While the possibility to unfold the labels representing calendar events was obvious for the 

paper prototype, the interactive prototype lacks of a visual clue that there is more infor-

mation available than currently displayed. Adding a small arrow at the bottom right corner 
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of each smart home event would facilitate detection of the possibility to make the addi-

tional information visible.  

 

Figure 23: Situation of the Expert Evaluation 

7.3 Findings from Discussions in Persona 

After reading the provided persona descriptions very carefully, the participants tried to 

imagine how the persons they impersonate would react and argue. 

Relying on the proposed discussion topics33, the participants started to discuss whether 

the calendar device could support their lives if they would buy it. The following discussions 

were very informative concerning possible limitations of the device among other things. 

7.3.1 Concerning Smart Home Events 

The smart home specific part of the prototype was regarded as well-thought-out and mak-

ing an appealing impression. Participants liked the pictograms for primary transport of 

information and welcomed the possibility to display additional information in case the rep-

                                                 

33
 Discussion topics along with the expert evaluation protocol are mentioned in appendix F. 
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resentation by pictograms is unclear. But a certain drawback was stated because the 

availability of additional information to the collapsed smart home events is not visually 

apparent. Aside from smart home specific information display, there was a lot of feedback 

gathered about general calendaring aspects which is enlisted in the next clause. 

7.3.2 General Calendaring Aspects 

A planning function was mentioned to be a very important aspect of a calendar that sup-

ports families in their daily lives, so the device would have to offer some kind of schedul-

ing function to be of substantial use for family coordination. For example one participant 

mentioned the children’s events in the calendar; she would like to see at a glance, if the 

task of picking the child up is taken care of or if it is unassigned. If the task is already as-

signed, this should be reflected in the calendar view so that this information is clearly visi-

ble. This example leads to a main concern about the calendar; with the calendar events of 

family members often tied together closely, there absolutely has to be found a way to vis-

ualize connections between calendar events to improve the user experience. 

The presented prototype is constricted in terms of manipulation of either calendar events 

or direct manipulation of smart home functions. So the possibility of scheduling events 

mentioned before is not possible in the current state of the prototype. This particular fea-

ture is focused on family calendar routines as opposed to providing the users with infor-

mation about their smart home. Any means of control features or manipulation of calendar 

events is not planned for the scope of this thesis, but could be added in a future iteration. 

Another problem occurring when using the device at home could include misinformation, 

because every family member has to maintain their calendar consistently, otherwise fami-

ly members or the smart home and associated calendar could not be aware of certain 

events that will or have already happened. 

7.3.3 Implications 

The possibility of providing smart home information to users through usage of a calendar 

interface was affirmed by the participants, but the benefit for smart home inhabitants is 

limited according to the participants. As soon as more diverse information about the smart 

home matters is available, the users could increasingly benefit from the provided infor-

mation. Favorite aspects about the Casalendar interface mentioned by the participants 

were the possibility to check if everything is in order and having an overview including the 

smart home information adjacent to the personal scheduling information. 
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8 Conclusion 

In this chapter the findings from the previous sections are consolidated and discussed. 

Strengths and weaknesses are summarized and an outlook concerning future research is 

provided. 

8.1 Discussion 

The goal of this thesis is to elucidate on temporal metaphors to improve understanding of 

smart home information, especially for persons without strong technical background. By 

creating prototypes and constantly refining and evaluating them, both an understanding of 

the central issues to address and how to approach these issues were developed.  

The chosen approach – using a traditional calendar interface and incorporate smart home 

related information – has proven useful in terms of elucidating the user about actions his 

home is performing. All users tend to find the information display for smart home events 

utilizing pictograms appealing and easy-to-understand. Therefore the improvement in in-

telligibility for actions and underlying causes concerning smart home can be approved. 

The final evaluation showed that the interactive prototype in its current state does not 

comprehensively address the problems concerning improvement of understanding of 

smart home information. Users clearly want to have immediate control over the displayed 

information; also the diversity of displayed smart home events is too limited. The 

Casalendar prototype however provides an easy-to-use interface everyone can under-

stand and certainly would be beneficial in the everyday life of a family living in a smart 

home. 

By accommodating different components (family calendar and smart home calendar) into 

one design, there is a tradeoff between the two functions. Focusing too much on the per-

sonal calendars and related tasks eclipses the smart home functionality, which should be 

given prominence in favor of the Casalendar prototype. Smart home related aspects of the 

proposed system should therefore be made more apparent and accessible. 

Temporal metaphor based interfaces can provide a more high-level overview to compli-

cated systems like smart homes, hiding much of the involved complexity. 
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8.2 Future Work 

In order to improve the Casalendar prototype, changes concerning event display, interac-

tion and functionality can be taken into consideration. 

8.2.1 Technical 

Improving the prototype from a technical perspective to overcome the data exchange 

problem stated in chapter 6.8 would be required to deploy to diverse devices without extra 

configuration. The browser’s same-origin policy allows JavaScript functions of the calen-

dar interface to gather information from remote sources, if the request is carried out by a 

proxy script on the interface’s server. 

If the prototype is to be deployed “in the wild”, reloading of events that changed in the 

meantime needs to be implemented to ensure the interface is always up-to-date. Also the 

time span from within the calendar events are loaded from the calendar server must be 

limited to avoid transferring large amounts of data, so the call to the calendar server could 

include just the week to be displayed at first sight. Further calendar data could be 

prefetched after page load, to ensure seamless switching to previous and next weeks or 

days. If the user wants to navigate to more distant points in time, the data could then be 

retrieved. 

8.2.2 Interaction 

In order to improve user interaction the functioning of the gestures need to be ensured. 

Due to competing event listeners, the swipe gesture only works on the top of the page in 

the current state of the prototype. Navigation could be further improved by making dates 

clickable in week view so that the one-day-view of the clicked day would be shown. The 

possibility of adding a date picker to choose dates more distant than two weeks could 

prove helpful in some situations as well. 

In order to overcome the lack of a visual clue for additional information about smart home 

events being available, a small arrow at the bottom right corner of each smart home event 

could be added.  

To improve clarity and at-a-glance awareness of the present situation, the possibility could 

be provided to gray out events that have already happened. Also the present date (the 

column for “today”) could be made more visually distinguishable and the red line indicating 

the current time could be made thicker. The distinction between the smart home column 

and personal columns in one-day-view could be improved by adding symbols for the 
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home and the persons, also the color coding of the respective persons should match the 

top titles. 

8.2.3 Functional 

By integrating the Casalendar prototype into an actual smart home environment the 

breadth and depth of displayed information could be increased and tailored to the applica-

tions in-situ. If the interface would be installed after having dealt with traditional interfaces, 

more insights about suitability for improving user understanding could be gathered. 
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Appendix A – Taxonomy for Event Classification 

 Actors / Devices 

o Invisible or imperceptible 

 Heating 

 Ventilation 

 Air-Conditioning 

 Boiler 

 Irrigation System 

o Visible or Perceivable 

 (Smart) Appliances 

 Robots 

o Roomba 

o Lawn-Mower 

 Washing-Machine 

 Dryer 

 Fridge 

 Oven 

 TV 

 Stereo 

 Coffee Maker 

  

 Lights 

 Shades 
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 Sensors 

o Environmental Sensors 

 Brightness 

 Weather, Outdoors (Humidity, Wind, Pressure, Rainfall, Dew Point, 

Temperature etc.) 

 Air Quality, Indoors (Temperature, Humidity, CO2, O2, CO etc.) 

o “Inhabitant-Triggered” Sensors 

 Presence Detectors 

 Cameras / Microphones 

 Buttons 

 Keypads 

 RFID 

 NFC 

o Security Sensors 

 Magnet-Contact Sensor 

 Doormat Sensor 

 Glass-Break Sensor 

 Ultra-Sonic Sensor 

 Photoelectric Barrier 

o Monitoring Sensors 

 Electric Consumption 

 Internet Usage 

 Wireless Transmission 

 Gas / Oil Consumption of Heating 

 Remote Access to Smart Home Components 
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 Participant 5 [TN5] 
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Appendix C – Smart Home Event Types 

EventCause 

 Environmental Sensors 

o Brightness 

o Humidity 

o Wind 

o Pressure 

o Rainfall 

o Temperature 

o GasSensor 

 InhabitantTriggeredSensors 

o MotionDetector 

o Camera 

o Button 

o Microphone 

o Keypad 

o RFID 

o NFC 

o LeaveHouse 

o TV 

 SurveillanceSensors 

o MagnetContactSensor 

o GlassBreakSensor 

o DoormatSensor 

o UltrasonicSensor 

o PhotoelectricBarrier 

 MonitoringSensors 

o ElectricConsumption 

o InternetUsage 

o WirelessTransmission 

o HeatingGasOilConsumption 

o RemoteAccessToSmarthome 

o PowerCost 

 PseudoSensors 

o Clock 

 

EventEffect 

 Invisible 

o Heating 

o Ventilation 

o AirConditioning 

o Boiler 

o Irrigation 

o VideoCapturing 

o AudioCapturing 

o Lock 

 Visible 

o Robots 

 Roomba 

 Scooba 

 LawnMower 

o Light 

o Shades 

 ShadesUp 

 ShadesDown 

o Stereo 

o TV 

o Oven 

o WashingMachine 

EventType 
According to Hamernik et al. [20] 

o Lighting 

o Shading 

o Controlling of Appliances 

o HVAC 

o Safety 

o Multimedia 

o Health 

o Kitchen 

o Irrigation 

o Clean 

o Control 

Causes, Effects and Types shaded grey are used in the Casalendar Interactive Prototype. 
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Appendix D – Sources for used Graphics 

 

arrow.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/arrow/#icon-No5581 

by Naomi Atkinson 

 
Brightness.svg 

http://thenounproject.com/noun/sun/#icon-No2660 

by Adam Whitcroft 

 

Clock.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/clock/#icon-No3571 

by Sébastien Desbenoit 

 

Heating.svg 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Heating-Radiator.svg 

by http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Inkwina 

 

LeaveHouse.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/house/#icon-No4766 

by Yo Szezepanska  

 
Lock.svg 

http://thenounproject.com/noun/key/#icon-No655 

by Roger Cook & Don Shanosky 

 

Oven.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/oven/#icon-No3046 

by Hakan Yalcin 

 

PowerCost.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/plug-in/#icon-No327 and 

http://thenounproject.com/noun/money/#icon-No2524  

by Unknown Designer and Nathan Thomson respectively 

 

ShadesDown.svg Own creation 

 

ShadesUp.svg Own creation 

 

Temperature.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/temperature/#icon-No7810 

by Ashley Reinke 

 

TV.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/television/#icon-No9002 

by Cris Dobbins 

 

WashingMachine.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/washing-machine/#icon-No118 

by Unknown Designer 

 

Wind.svg 
http://thenounproject.com/noun/wind/#icon-No4252 

by Ocha Avmu 
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Appendix G – Full Page Screenshots 

 The Rizzo Family – one-day-view 
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 The Rizzo Family – full week view 
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 The Gardner Family – one-day-view 
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 The Gardner Family – full week view 
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Appendix H – Content of the delivered CD-ROM 

 Abstract.txt   Abstract of the thesis. 

 Zusfsg.txt   German summary of the thesis. 

 Bachelor Thesis.pdf  This document. 

 Casalendar.zip   Zip-File containing the developed interface. 

 



 

 

 

Eidesstattliche Erklärung  

Der/Die Verfasser/in erklärt an Eides statt, dass er/sie die vorliegende Arbeit selbständig, 

ohne fremde Hilfe und ohne Benutzung anderer als die angegebenen Hilfsmittel angefer-

tigt hat. Die aus fremden Quellen (einschliesslich elektronischer Quellen) direkt oder indi-

rekt übernommenen Gedanken sind ausnahmslos als solche kenntlich gemacht. Die Ar-

beit ist in gleicher oder ähnlicher Form oder auszugsweise im Rahmen einer anderen Prü-

fung noch nicht vorgelegt worden. 
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